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12th and 14th centuries.
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aspect extends to the institution of the papal legation, wich is fairly wellknown 
in romanian historiography. the motivation for choosing this subject rests on 
the absence of historical writings reflecting the institution of the papal lega
tion between the 12th and 14th centuries. therefore, this article aims to present 
diachronically a few historical and historiographical benchmarks regarding the 
emergence, evolution and functioning of the institution of the papal legation.

the point of origin or the foundational document that enacted the practical 
dimension of hierocracy was the “Dictatus Papae” issued by Pope Gregory vii3 
in 1075, a document that legitimized papal supremacy in relation to all terres
trial dignities.4 

a classical interpretation of the impact this document exerted is found in 
Walter Ullmann’s exegesis.5 according to this interpretation, the European 
christian world formed an ecclesia or corpus Christi, a political body that encom
passed all christian kingdoms and even attempted to incorporate the Western 
empire, laying claims on the “Greek” empire as well.6 the spiritual and political 
leader of that corpus was the pope. the kings and the western (Holy roman) 
emperor had only a ministerialauxiliary role, that of defending the church. this 
entire political system took on a pyramidal garment of monarchic extraction, in 
the form of Societas Christiana or Christianitas, where most of the leaders of the 
European kingdoms and the Holy roman Emperor had recognized the papal 
supremacy and fell under papal suzerainty (patrocinium Beati Petri).7 Based on 
the document issued by Pope Gregory vii, papal power was universal. in short, 
the Bishop of rome, who legitimized himself in the continuity of st. Peter, as 
vicar, “controlled” all the European kingdoms and prevailed over the Western 
empire.8

after all those stated above, we can see the centralizing character of medieval 
hierocracy. the concreteness of the popes’ power was expressed through legates.9

the papal legate (lat. legatus) meaning an envoy who is sent or entrusted 
with a mission. Unlike the nuncio, who is only a transmitter of pontifical letters, 
the legate acts freely, according to his judgment, but on behalf of the pontiff 
who sent him. this means that he behaves like a pope, assuming a part of the 
pontifical responsibilities for the churches entrusted to him.10

legates thus became a key instrument in spreading the Gregorian reform and 
they also proclaimed the authority of the pope over all the churches, the clergy 
and the laity, so towards the end of the 12th century, pontifical legates could 
be found in all the areas of Christianitas, the underlying reason concerning the 
subordination of the churches and of the secular authorities.

the italian historian Paolo Prodi has associated the curia with the formula 
of a “pontifical government” and even made a ranking of this “government”: 1. 
the roman Pontiff; 2. the college of cardinals; 3. the bishops; 4. the priests.11 
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according to the hierarchy Prodi described, the college of cardinals12 occupied 
the second place, after the pope. in other words, this college functioned like a 
kind of senate that constituted a powerful support for the pontiffs. it is impor
tant to highlight these aspects because most of the legates during this period 
came from the ranks of the cardinalbishops and subsequently became pontiffs.

according to ian s. robinson, in the period 1073–1198,13 there were nine
teen pontiffs and only four of them had not been legates; all the others, prior 
to being consecrated, had also served as legates in different regions of Europe. 
Urban ii (1088–1099) had been a legate in the Holy roman Empire, Paschal 
ii (1099–1118) was specialized in legations to spain, while calixtus ii (1119–
1124) had been a papal envoy to the kingdoms of France and England. Honorius 
ii (1124–1130) and innocent ii (1130–1143) had both participated as legates 
in the negotiations with the imperial party, resulting in the 1122 concordat of 
Worms (Pactum Calixtinum).14 Between 1152 and 1153 Hadrian iv (1154–
1159) had been a legate in the northern regions, where he had set up a new 
ecclesiastical organization, in trondheim.15 lucius iii (1181–1185) had also 
actively participated in the conclusion of the venice agreement in 1177, which 
resulted in the symbolic defeat of Emperor Frederick i Barbarossa (1155–1190) 
before Pope alexander iii (1159–1181). Gregory viii (1187) travelled for a 
legatine purpose to various German, spanish and adriatic regions. celestine iii 
(1191–1198) had two long missions to spain between 1154 and 1174, and was 
mandated to the court of the French King louis vii (1137–1180).

according to the statistics16 provided, “between 1198 and 1276 there were 
created eightyone cardinals, 80% of whom came from two regions: France—46 
and italy—18, and throughout the entire 13th century there was only one cardi
nal of German origin.”

During the abovementioned period, there was a series of six successive popes 
who created cardinals. innocent iii (1198–1216) raised twentyseven prelates 
to the rank of cardinal, Honorius iii (1216–1227)—five cardinals, Gregory 
iX (1227–1241)—ten, innocent iv (1243–1254)—sixteen, Urban iv (1261–
1264)—fourteen, and Gregory X (1271–1276) elevated five clerics to this dig
nity. their number by regions was as follows: italy (30), France (33), England 
(5), the iberian Peninsula (6), Germany (1) Hungary (1).17

acceding to the dignity of cardinal entailed having already filled positions 
such as that of chancellor or vicechancellor, chaplain, papal notary, etc. also, 
a degree in theology or canon law18 obtained at a prestigious university like 
Bologna and Paris were considered an advantage.

turning to the subject, legates were usually the cardinals in immediate prox
imity to the pontifical throne. W. Ullmann claims that they were, in fact, the “ex
tended arm of papal power” whereby the pope was omnipresent and omniscient.
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as regards the categorization of the legates, there were three types: de latere, 
missi, nati.19

legates de latere were, most often, elected from among the cardinals. the 
name of these legates means that they were sent by the pope and they were an 
extension of his spiritual and physical body (pars corporis papae).20

legates missi were also sent by the pope, but in most cases they were not part 
of the curia, so they were only assigned less difficult missions.

legates nati were the archbishops primates, the rulers of the ecclesiastical 
provinces, which automatically involves assuming the title of legate.21

Of the three types of legates, the de latere ones had the highest decisionmak
ing powers also due to the pontifical power ceded to them by the pope. legates, 
therefore, had full powers (plenitudo potestatis) in making decisions.

the legates’ field of action was particularly large.22 all legates had sufficient 
authority to convene synods and councils.23 legates could impose constitutions 
in the administrative and disciplinary fields, elect holders of the vacant episcopal 
sees and depose bishops. also, they could distribute minor benefices, excom
municate and place interdicts, and their authority could be exercised over the 
religious orders as well. they also travelled to settle any conflict that required 
papal intervention, such as problems concerning the succession to the throne or 
disputes between various kingdoms. the legates’ interventions concerned not 
only ecclesiastical, but also political matters. We mentioned above the fact that 
they could depose not only bishops, but also kings, excommunication being the 
most serious punishment imposed in this era.24

apostolic delegates travelled not only to the Holy roman Empire or to the 
European kingdoms, but even to the proximity of rome, where pontiffs de
manded it, as no geographic area was exempt or privileged in this regard.25 they 
had to be present everywhere, with a clear mission to accomplish, applying sanc
tions if the situation demanded it. Pontifical diplomacy used legates in all the 
extremities of Christianitas.

the largest number of pontifical legates were sent in the 13th century, also 
thanks to the innocentine26 conception that the pope played the role of an arbi
ter and not of a participant in any battle, so the pontificate was superior to all 
terrestrial dignities, which received the charisma along divine channels, bearing 
the title “from the Grace of God,” while the pope emerged directly from the 
Divine. We should emphasize once again that according to the innocentine con
cept, the pope was the “vicar of christ”27 because he was above all the faithful, 
but beneath God.

During the time of innocent iii (1198–1216), the number of legates de latere 
increased impressively, perhaps also because he tried to keep the “christian so
ciety” under strict control.
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a concrete example of a principle defining the innocentine conception of 
pontifical universalism that was put into practice occurred in 1204, when rome 
“conquered” the constantinopolitan Empire,28 and thus the hierocracy reached 
not only its ideological, but also its geographic apogee.

the action of the Holy see sparked much discussion concerning the legitima
cy of rome’s action to occupy constantinople, because this too was a christian 
capital and the general idea adopted by the Holy see was to liberate the Holy 
Places and not the Empire of constantinople. if we look at things through the 
lenses of Pope innocent iii’s universalistic policy, then this was a correct ma
neuver, for he was the vicar of christ and everyone, including the Greeks, had 
to recognize him as suzerain.29

regarding the legatine institution, as of this moment there appeared a new 
function, that of permanent legate to constantinople.30 in 1205, rome sent 
Benedict,31 cardinalpriest of santa susanna, as pontifical legate (Apostolicae Sedis 
Legatus) to constantinople. He was mandated with spreading and imposing the 
idea of uniting the “Greeks” with the “romans.” among the later opponents of 
this situation, mention should be made of Patriarch athanasius (1231–1244), 
who criticized rome’s legatine institution (lat. apocrisiarius) to constantinople.32

the institution of the papal legation also operated in the eastern areas of 
Christianitas. For instance, in the 12th–14th centuries, more precisely from 1191 
until 1311, there were ten legatine missions, most of them de latere, organized 
in the Kingdom of Hungary.

cardinal Gregory of santa Maria in Portico served as a legate (Gregorius de 
sancto Apostolo Dei gratia sancte Marie in Porticu diaconus cardinalis, apostolice sedis 
legatus) to the Kingdom of Hungary from 1191 until 1196.33 the role entrusted 
to him was that of “breaking” the ancient ties of this kingdom with the Empire 
of constantinople and of channeling the general “attention” of the Hungarian 
royalty exclusively to rome. the legate de latere had to consolidate the influence 
of the roman curia in this area of christendom.

specifically, papal influence was exerted by way of “tying” certain newly  
established ecclesiastical institutions directly to rome—as in the case, for ex
ample, of the Provostship of sibiu (nagyszeben, Hermannstadt).34 as of then, 
the Hungarian archbishop primate of Esztergom became an “official” in the 
service of rome (legatus natus), who represented the pontifical interests in the 
Kingdom of Hungary. Besides the archbishop primate, the Hungarian king also 
started to be regarded as such an “official,” in light of the fact that his corona
tion was carried out by the Hungarian primate after receiving rome’s assent in 
this respect.

in this context of hierocracy, it should be noted that King andrew ii (1205–
1235)35 was a monarch who did not comply with all the directives from rome 
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and even acted against the papal curia when the local interests demanded it. the 
functioning of the hierocratic current in the Kingdom of Hungary was most 
clearly visible during the reign of this king.

after fourteen years of “royal tolerance” (1211–1225), andrew ii expelled 
the teutonic Knights36 from the Kingdom of Hungary, a gesture that caused 
the dissatisfaction of the papal authorities because these knights upheld the pon
tifical policies in the area. as a reaction to the Hungarian king’s gesture, the 
papal curia reactivated the institution of the papal legation in this region of So-
cietas Christiana. therefore, because of the tense relations between the Hungar
ian monarchs and the Holy see, three legations de latere were organized during 
the reign of andrew ii: the legation of Bishop conrad of Urach in 1225,37 the 
legation of archbishop robert of Esztergom to “cumania” in 1227,38 and the 
legation of cardinal Jacob of Preneste, from 1232 until 1234.39

the son of andrew ii, Béla iv (1235–1270), did not perpetuate his father’s 
“rebellious” attitude to rome; on the contrary, he strove to maintain good rela
tions with the Holy see. thus, in 1238,40 urged by rome, Béla iv attempted to 
attack the Bulgarian tsarate amid the tensions that had arisen between the Holy 
see and the leaders of the tsarate south of the Danube. However, the legatine 
mission of the Hungarian King Béla iv was cancelled on account of the Mon
gols drawing near the borders of christianity. the Mongolian invasion of 1241, 
followed by a certain lack of concern on the part of the Holy see as regards the 
difficulties faced by the Hungarian royalty, deteriorated the good relations be
tween Béla iv and the papal authorities.

the grandson of Béla iv, ladislaus iv (1272–1290), took this royal “frus
tration” to extremes by adopting a deviant behaviour towards the centralizing 
policies of the Holy see. the papal curia sent Bishop Philip of Fermo (Philippo 
episcopo Firmano, Apostolice Sedis Legato)41 as a legate, entrusting him with bring
ing the Hungarian King back to normality—as desired by rome. Even though 
Bishop Philip of Fermo served as a legate to the kingdom ruled by ladislaus iv 
for four years, from 1278 until 1282, he was unable to fulfil the envisaged objec
tive because of the particular local circumstances.

Up until the beginning of the 14th century, there were three other legatine 
missions to the Kingdom of Hungary: the legation led by Bishop Benvenuto 
of Gubbio (Benevenuto episcopo Eugubino, Apostolice Sedis Legato), in 1290, the 
legation of Bishop John of Jesi, in 1291, and the legation of cardinal nicholas 
Boccassini, in 1301.42 However, none of these was as successful as the papal 
curia had intended.

the last legatine mission to the Kingdom of Hungary during the age of  
hierocracy (1307–1311) was the one led by cardinal Gentile Montefiore43  
(Gentilis Dei gratia tituli S. Martini, in Regno Hungariae, ac partibus illi conter-
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minis Apostolicae Sedis Legatus), who was sent by the papal curia as legate de 
latere at a rather difficult historical moment, during the first years of the 14th 
century, when a dynastic change occurred in the Kingdom of Hungary. cardi
nal Montefiore’s legatine mission consisted in attempting to bring the situation 
in the Kingdom of Hungary back to normal, by proving assistance to the new 
king, charles robert of anjou (1301–1342), the first monarch in the Hungar
ian angevin dynasty. compared to the previous failed legatine missions, the 
legation led by cardinal Gentile Montefiore was successful and met the expecta
tions of the Holy see.

in this context, for example, not all the legatine missions undertaken in the 
Kingdom of Hungary over the course of these 120 years (1191–1311) accom
plished their objectives. in other words, because of the peculiar local circum
stances, not all of these missions succeeded in fully complying with the hiero
cratic demands of the papal curia. thus, the ten legations to the Hungarian 
Kingdom concretely attested to the hierocratic centralization that the papal  
curia endeavoured to achieve, via the legatine institution, in this monarchy situ
ated at the edges of christianity. 

A s we have seen throughout this text, medieval hierocracy represented 
the historical timespan of the 12th–14th centuries, when most European 
kingdoms accepted papal suzerainty and entered the medieval system 

known as Christianitas. the Bishop of rome, who legitimized himself in the 
continuity of st. Peter as vicar, “controlled” the European kingdoms and exerted 
his guardianship over the western empire using legates or apostolic envoys. the 
latter acted as an “extended arm of pontifical power,” through which the papacy 
was omnipresent and omniscient. Most legates came from among the cardinals 
who formed the college of cardinals, that is, from the immediate vicinity of the 
pontifical throne. Of the three types of legates (de latere, missi, nati), the first 
category was the most commonly used in this period, due to rome’s universal
ist tendencies, through which the Holy see attempted to centralize European 
politics as strongly as possible.

q
(Translated by Carmen-VeroniCa BorBély)
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Abstract
The Institution of the Papal Legation (12th–14th Centuries): 
Historical and Historiographical Benchmarks

there are few writings within the sphere of romanian historiography that have addressed the 
period of medieval hierocracy. this aspect extends to the institution of the papal legation, wich 
is fairly wellknown in romanian historiography. the motivation for choosing this subject rests 
on the absence of historical writings reflecting the institution of the papal legation between 12th 
and 14th centuries. therefore, this article aims to present diachronically a few historical and his
toriographical benchmarks regarding the emergence, evolution and functioning of the institution 
of the papal legation. Medieval hierocracy represented the historical timespan of the 12th–14th 
centuries, when most European kingdoms accepted papal suzerainty and entered the medieval 
system known as Christianitas. the Bishop of rome, who legitimized himself in the continuity 
of st. Peter as vicar, “controlled” the European kingdoms and exerted his guardianship over the 
western empire using legates or apostolic envoys. the latter acted as an “extended arm of pontifi
cal power,” through which the papacy was omnipresent and omniscient. Most legates came from 
among the cardinals who formed the college of cardinals, that is, from the immediate vicinity of 
the pontifical throne. Of the three types of legates (de latere, missi, nati), the first category was the 
most commonly used in this period, due to rome’s universalist tendencies, through which the 
Holy see attempted to centralize European politics as strongly as possible.
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12th–14th centuries, hierocracy, Christianitas, centralization, institution of the papal legation


